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The magnetization generated by the interaction of stable radicals with photoexcited triplets in a viscous solution
at room temperature was measured by light-induced Fourier transform electron paramagnetic resonance
spectroscopy (FT-EPR). High and long-lived polarized magnetization (>100 µs in emission) is generated in
the stable radical (R,γ-bisdiphenylene-β-phenylallyl) interacting with the photoexcited triplet state of free
base, and Zn, tetraphenylporphyrin. Radical-triplet interaction was analyzed quantitatively employing a
combined model of electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT) and radical-triplet pair mechanism (RTPM).
The presented model allows calculating the radical polarization following an encounter with a thermal or
nonthermal triplets. Moreover, an important conclusion from this study is that the generation of radical
polarization via RTPM does not require efficient quenching of the photoexcited triplet.

I. Introduction
In solution, when photoexcited triplets interact with stable
radicals, the radical’s EPR spectrum changes from its normal
Boltzmann spin distribution into a polarized spectrum, i.e.,
electron spin polarization (ESP).1-5 This phenomenon was
attributed to the occurrence of two complimentary mechanisms,
namely electron spin polarization transfer (ESPT) and radicaltriplet pair mechanism (RTPM).6 The ESPT was related to the
case where the triplet, which interacts with the radical, is spin
polarized, whereas RTPM was attributed to a situation where
the triplet levels are in thermal equilibrium.
The theoretical aspects of RTPM were treated extensively
by analytical7-10 and numerical5 methods by solving the
stochastic Liouville equation (SLE). The analysis of RTPM
enables to predict the radical polarization as a function of
molecular and magnetic parameters such as radical-triplet
exchange interaction (J), radical and triplet mutual diffusion
coefficient (Dr ) DrR + DrT) and triplet zero field splitting (ZFS)
parameter, D. Most treatments of RTPM explain the polaraized
EPR spectrum by assuming that the doublet levels of the

combined radical-triplet pair are completely quenched, i.e.,
depleted to the ground state during the encounter (Figure 1A).
Very recently, the possibility of inefficient triplet quenching
was considered theoretically.10
In contrast to RTPM, the triplet in the case of ESPT
mechanism is spin polarized during its interaction with the
radical, and as of-to-date it was treated only semiempirically.6,11
Since the triplet ESP (governed by spin lattice relaxation, SLR)
precedes the thermal triplet (governed by the triplet decay time
to the ground state), a unified treatment of ESPT and RTPM is
warranted. In this paper, we present a quantitative treatment of
ESPT combined with an extension of the previously reported
expressions7-9 for thermal triplets in RTPM.
An important question regarding the temporal magnetization
in triplet-radical interaction process is related to the fate of
the triplet following the encounter. Two possibilities should be
considered, namely, triplet quenching to the ground-state singlet
or triplet survival in the solution. In some of the previous
publications an efficient triplet quenching by the radicals was
reported,5,12 while different studies claim that this annihilation
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Figure 1. Schematic description of RTPM and the energy levels
diagram during a triplet-doublet encounter (X-band frequency). Several
cases are considered. (A) Triplet encounters a radical, both in Boltzmann
population. The excited doublet levels are completely depleted since
the transitions, |R(1/2〉 r |D(1/2〉 (dotted arrows) are allowed (see
text), while the quartet levels have equal population. Notice that a
complete depletion of the excited doublet levels leaves two-thirds of
the triplet population in tact. (B) The radical encounters a spin-polarized
triplet (in emission), with a complete depletion of the doublet levels.
(C) Same as case A except that the depletion of the doublet levels is
not complete. (D) Same as case C, except that the radical encounters
a spin-polarized triplet. The different initial conditions affect the final
radical polarization due to different transition efficiencies. Q-D
transitions are shown in block arrows). The shadowed region depicts
the distance vs energy during the rotational correlation time, τc, under
the condition of τcDrR2 , 1.

does not occur efficiently.6 Other observations suggested that
the annihilation occurs only in the RTPM and not in the ESPT
processes.13
Triplet quenching by free radicals was treated extensively in
the last 3 decades,14-16 including a very recent publication,
which discusses this question with relation to RTPM.10 These
theoretical and experimental results, strongly suggest that the
quenching rate of the triplet by the radical can be much smaller
than diffusion-controlled values. We will address this question
of triplet-radical quenching rate by quantitative examination of
the radical magnetization in the RTPM process measured in
viscous solutions by a pulsed EPR method described recently.17
The time-resolved EPR (TREPR) results are supported by
triplet-triplet optical absorption during triplet-radical encounters. It will be shown that high radical polarization can be
generated by RTPM even with inefficient triplet quenching.18
Finally, an important aspect in describing the radicals’ dynamics
in the ESPT and RTPM processes mentioned here, is the ability
to estimate the triplet-triplet annihilation rate, which is found
to be smaller than diffusion-controlled rate.
II. Experimental Section
Free base tetraphenylporphyrin, H2TPP (Aldrich) and its metal
substituted ZnTPP (Midcentury Chemical Company), the stable
radical R,γ-bisdiphenylene-β-phenylallyl, BDPA (Aldrich), were
used without further purification (schematically shown in Figure
2). The radical, highly soluble in organic solvents, was chosen
due to its narrow line in liquid solution, which makes it suitable
for FT-EPR measurements. Dichloromethane and heavy white
mineral oil (paraffin oil with viscosity of ∼350 cP) both of
Sigma, were used as solvents. Samples were prepared by
dissolving both the BDPA and the porphyrin in dichloromethan
and then diluting them in paraffin (20% dichloromethan and
80% paraffin) with a viscosity of ∼25 cP at 25 °C (measured
by comparing the viscosity of the pure paraffin oil to the
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Figure 2. FT-EPR spectrum (T ) 297 K) of BDPA (with H2TPP)
before laser excitation (dotted line) and 50 µs after the laser excitation
(solid line). Notice the hyperfine splitting. (b) Temporal behavior of
the magnetization. The arrow indicates the laser pulse excitation at 0.5
µs. Notice the negative polarization (emission). The thermal magnetization is measured at the first point of the kinetics curve before the laser
pulse. (c) Schematic structures H2TPP, ZnTPP, and the radical BDPA.

viscosity of the mixture in a capillary flow measurement). The
solutions were inserted to in a Pyrex EPR tube (4 mm o.d. and
2.8 mm i.d.) and were sealed under vacuum after several freezethaw-pump cycles. FT-EPR measurements were performed
with a Bruker ESP 380E spectrometer. The porphyrins in the
mixture were photoexcited by a Continuum laser model 6612D (λ ) 532, pulse duration of 12 ns, pulse repetition rate of
20 Hz, and nominal pulse energy of 5 mJ/pulse). At this
wavelength the optical absorption of BDPA is negligible. The
optimal porphyrin and radical concentrations were found to be
∼5 and ∼2 mM, respectively and the initial triplet concentration
was calculated to be ∼0.3 mM, taking into consideration the
porphyrin extinction coefficient and light intensity. Under these
experimental conditions a considerable dependence of the triplet
concentration upon laser light intensity was found. To maximize
the experimental effects, the sample size was comparable to
the size of the laser light spot (∼5 mm). To ensure that there is
no sample destruction by undesired photochemical processes,
we have considered only results where the radical EPR signal
before and after the experiments was the same. Transient
absorption measurements were carried out using a 337 nm N2
- laser (Photonics) (9 ns pulse width) with a dye cell to provide
pulses of 0.1 mJ/pulse at 600 nm. The numerical analysis was
carried out using Matlab software. All experiments were
performed at room temperature.
III. Results and Discussion
a. Magnetization Measurements in Viscous Solvents. ESPT
and RTPM in viscous solvents were determined by pulsed-laser
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TABLE 1
RP,RTPM
measuredb

calcdc

RP,ESPT

systema

T1R (ns)

T2R (ns)

T1T (ns)

init

fin

init

fin

measuredd

calcde

H2TPP-BDPA
ZnTPP-BDPA

6900
6700

900
1000

6000
<100 ns

-110
-105

-120
-105

-122
-132

-125
-125

-16

-14
40

a Triplet concentration, ∼0.3 mM, radical concentration ∼2 mM, solvent viscosity ∼25 cP. b RTPM measurements of radical-polarized triplet
interaction (init) and radical-thermal triplet interaction (fin). c Calculated values using eqs 10, and 18 with the parameters: D ) 320, J0 ) -16
× 1010 rad/s, τc ) 0.2ns, Dr ) 3.5 × 10-7 cm2/s, and R ) 2 Å-1. Relative population rates for H2TPP were taken as (Ax:Ay:Az): 1.8:0.9:0.3 and for
ZnTPP: 0:0:3. d RP,ESPT for ZnTPP could not be measured (see text). e Using eq 17.

microwave phase cycling (PLMPC) method described elsewhere.17 The use of viscous solvents allows to differentiate
between ESPT and RTPM, and as will be shown, RTPM
increases with viscosity, while ESPT depends very weakly on
it.
The PLMPC method is based on two types of pulse
sequences. The first sequence is π/2 - τ - laser pulse - τ1 π - τ1 + τ - echo detection (fixed τ and varied τ1), which can
be described by a vector presentation. The π/2 pulse rotates
the magnetization (of the radical) into the laboratory X-Y plane
and the rest of the sequence, without the laser pulse, is a simple
Hahn echo experiment. The laser pulse applied after the π/2
pulse affects only the X-Y magnetization, without any effects
on the Z-axis magnetization prior to the preparation π/2 pulse.
It generates the triplets in solution (usually within a time scale
of a few nanoseconds), which encounter the stable radicals. Each
encounter increases the phase loss of the magnetization in the
X-Y plane and at the same time generates the polarization in
the Z-axis (by the ESPT and RTPM processes). Thus, the
encounters reduce the echo amplitude relative to the same
sequence when the laser pulse is absent. In cases where the
FID overlaps the echo signal, “two element” phase rotation can
be used to eliminate the FID signal (Bruker protocol). Analysis
of the changes in the echo amplitude as a function of τ1, provides
the rate of triplet-radical encounters and their effectiveness, as
described recently.17
The second sequence is π/2 - τ - laser pulse - 2τ1 + τ π/2 - FID detection, measures the effects related to the
magnetization in the Z-axis. In this sequence the Z-axis
magnetization is detected by the FID at the time of the echo
appearance in the first sequence. Again, the preparation π/2
pulse flips the entire Z-axis magnetization, which allows
examining only the effects that are related to the generation of
Z-axis magnetization (FID from the second π/2 pulse) due to
triplet-radical encounters. The combined information gathered
by the two sequences, namely triplet-radical encounter rate (first
sequence) along with the corresponding Z-axis magnetization
generated by the same encounters (second sequence), provides
a direct measurement of the radical polarization. This experimental procedure allows also determining the triplet SLR time
via the temporal disappearance of the ESPT polarization in the
radical.17
A third pulse sequence, consisting of a laser pulse followed
by a π/2 microwave pulse, was employed to evaluate the total
radical magnetization in the time interval 0-100 µs after the
laser pulse. Such a curve for H2TPP-BDPA is shown in Figure
2b. Under these experimental conditions, similar results were
obtained for ZnTPP-BDPA system. The strong emissive
spectrum due to ESPT and RTPM polarizations is clearly more
intense (10-fold) than the thermal one. The quantitative analysis
of the temporal magnetization curve (Figure 2b) requires
independent evaluation of the triplet SLR time (T1T) and the
radical spin-lattice (T1R) and spin-spin (T2R) relaxation times.

The latter values were determined by standard pulse techniques,
i.e., three-pulse echo recovery and two-pulse Hahn echo.
b. Theoretical treatments of ESPT and RTPM. In many
triplet-radical systems, the triplets are polarized before and
during the encounter with the radicals.6,11,13 This phenomena
will mainly occur in viscose solutions for triplets of D < 500
G, where the SLR of the triplet is in the order of microseconds,27
thus affecting the early stages of generated radical polarization.
In this section, we will present a general analytical expression
valid for ESPT and RTPM, which predict the radical polarization
after its encounter with a polarized triplet. While ESPT is treated
quantitatively for the first time, the present analysis of RTPM
is a generalization based on the treatment presented earlier by
Shushin,7,8 for a triplet whose levels are equally populated. We
confine ourselves to the case where the polarization is generated
at the vicinity of the crossing regions of the quartet and doublet
levels (Figure 1). We shall not consider the case of very high
viscosity effect, which was treated in a recent publication.10 In
our treatment, we will derive a closed form expressions, which
will provide us with sufficient details to evaluate the influence
of triplet ESP on RTPM polarization. For a clear presentation
of our findings, we provide the reader with a brief summary of
Shushin’s approach on the radical polarization by RTPM.7,8
The spin Hamiltonian of the triplet-radical pair is

Ĥ ) Ĥz + Ĥzfs + Ĥex

(1)

Ĥz ) ω0(ŜZR + ŜZT)

(2)

where

is the Zeeman part (ω0 ) gβB0) assuming the g-factors of the
radical and the triplet are the same.
2
1
Ĥzfs ) D ŜzT - Ŝ2T
3

(

)

(3)

is the ZFS part (assuming D . E) and z is the principal axis of
the ZFS interaction with the notation that X,Y,Z and x,y,z are
the laboratory and molecular frames of reference, respectively.
All operators are defined in the laboratory frame, and the
molecular reorientation in solution results in a time dependent
ZFS interaction. The last term of eq 1,

1
Ĥex ) - J(r)(1 + 4ŜRŜT)
3

(4)

is the exchange interaction, where J(r) ) J0 exp[-R(r - d)],
where d is the distance of closest approach, R is a scaling
parameter, and r is the distance between the radical and the
triplet.
As the triplet and doublet species approach each other, the
spin angular momentum is added accordingly.19 For S ) SR +
ST ) 3/2, the four components of the quartet states are
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|Q̂(1/2〉 ) x2/3|0〉 |(1/2〉 + x1/3|( 1〉 |-1/2 〉

(5a)

|Q(3/2〉 ) |(1〉 |(1/2〉

(5b)

(6)

The radical polarization due to triplet-radical encounter is
calculated employing the density matrix (F) in terms of the
stochastic Liouville equation: 20

F ) L̂F - i[Ĥ,F] - ŴF

(7)

where the operator L̂

L̂ ) Dr r-2

d 2 d
r
dr dr

( )

(8)

describes the relative diffusion of the triplet-radical pair with
a mutual diffusion coefficient Dr, and the relaxation operator
(Ŵ) describes the probabilities of transitions between the spin
states of the triplet-radical pair.
In accordance with previous studies,7 we assume a short
rotational correlation time, τc, of the triplet; namely, Dτc , 1
and DrτcR2 , 1 (Table 1). These approximations justify the
assumption that the energy difference between the various
magnetic levels does not change during τc (Figure 1). Within
the approximation of a short τc, the transitions between the
magnetic levels m and m′ are21

Wmm′ ) 2|Vmm′|2

τc
1 + ωmm′2

(9)

where ωmm′ is the splitting between m and m′ energy levels (in
rad/s), and Vmm′ ) 〈m|Hzfs|m′〉. With the above definitions and
assumptions, it was shown that the radical polarization due to
the exchange and the ZFS interactions, after an encounter with
a nonpolarized triplet, can be calculated by the equation:7

RP,RTPM )

dτc

∑ |〈Qm|Hzfs|Dm′〉|2 F(ωmm′,J0)

2DrR m,m′

(10)

Where d is approximated to be the sum of the radical and triplet
radii. The matrix elements, which appear in the summation,
represent the ZFS induced quartet-to-doublet transitions (quartetdoublet mixing) averaged over all orientations of the triplet
molecule (Figure 1). These elements are calculated to be
(neglecting E in the ZFS Hamiltonian):

1
|〈Q(3/2|Ĥzfs |D(1/2〉|2 ) |〈Q(1/2|Ĥzfs|D-1/2〉|2 ) D2/45
3
(11)
|〈Q(3/2|Ĥzfs |D(1/2〉|2 ) 4D2/45
F(ω,J) in the summation (eq 10) is7

(

∫0∞dζ 1 + [ω +12Je-ζ]2 τ2 -

)

c

ωτc

[

1
)
arctan(ω - 2J0)τc 1 + [ω - 2Je-ζ]2 τ2c
1 + (ωτc)2

And for S ) 1/2, two doublet states are created:

|D(1/2〉 ) - x1/3|0〉 |(1/2〉 + x2/3|(1〉 |-1/2〉

F(ω,J) )
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(

)]

1 + ((ω - 2J0)τc)2
1
ln
arctan(ω + 2J0)τc +
2ωτc 1 + ((ω + 2J )τ )2
0 c

(12)

where ω is defined as

ω ) ωmm′ ) ω0|m - m′|

(13)

and ζ ) R(r - d). Equations 10-13 derived by Shushin predicts
the radical polarization. This polarization may be positive or
negative depending on the sign of F(ω,J).
The structure of eq 10 can be explained qualitatively by
assuming that during the encounter, the excited doublet levels
are fully depleted (dotted arrows in Figure 1) and the quartet
levels remain intact (Figure 1A).22 This leads to enhanced
population transfer from the quartet levels into the empty doublet
ones during the time interval between closest approach and
separation via diffusion. The transfer rate (D r Q) is proportional to their respective HZFS matrix elements, which induce
these transitions (eq 11). The summation in eq 10 consists of
three terms; each represents a pair of transitions with a negative
and a positive contribution to the radical polarization (eq 11).
These plus-minus contributions have equal matrix elements
(Vmm′), but since ωmm′ are different (Figure 1), the transition
probabilities are also different (eq 9). Finally, the integral form
of F(ω,J) takes care of the fact that the transition rates between
the energy levels depend on the varying energy difference ωmm′
which changes with the separation distance.7 To summarize,
the basic assumption in obtaining eq 10 is that the population
of the four quartet states is equal (nonpolarized triplet precursor).
Nevertheless, in Shushin’s treatment the effect of SLR in the
doublet and quartet levels during the encounter was not
considered.23
We turn now to the case where the radical encounters a
polarized triplet, as depicted in Figure 1B. This requires a
modification of the original approach,7,8,12 by taking into account
the selective population of the different quartet levels. First, let
us examine qualitatively the encounter process, where the wave
functions of the triplet and the stable radical are added and result
in the quartet and doublet wave functions (eqs 5 and 6 and
Figure 1). If the triplet is spin polarized, the excited quartet
and doublet states population should reflect it. Also in this case,
the excited doublet levels population is negligible due to fast
allowed depletion to the ground state (dotted arrows in Figure
1).22 Upon separation, the quartet polarization is redistributed
between the radical and triplet wave functions (treated quantitatively below). Thus, due to strong exchange interaction, which
couples the species together and as a result of a polarized triplet
precursor, the radicals escaping the cage are generated with a
polarization mode (emission or absorption) identical with that
of the triplet. This polarization, termed as ESPT,6 is generated
without the involvement of ZFS-induced transitions between
the quartet and doublet levels, i.e., ESPT is independent of
RTPM.
In the RTPM case, the polarization resulting from the ZFS
induced transitions can be calculated quantitatively using eq 10
for thermal triplets. However, for polarized triplets, the initial
condition of equal quartet levels population is not valid and eq
10 should be modified. Finally, it should be noted that both
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ESPT and RTPM occur simultaneously and result from the same
Hamiltonian (eq 1). To treat these processes analytically, it is
convenient to discuss them separately. We start with the
quantitative description of ESPT.
i. ESPT. First, we calculate the polarization, which the radical
acquires directly from the triplet. We assume that, during the
encounter, the triplet and radical are strongly coupled by the
exchange interaction to produce the quartet wave functions (eq
5). Also, we take into account that the polarized triplet is
generated by selective triplet r singlet intersystem crossing
(ISC) with relative population rates, Ax, Ay, Az to the x, y, z
levels in the molecular frame. We can estimate the relative
population (PT) of the triplet levels (T0, T1) in the high-field
approximation by the expressions:24

PT0) (1/3)(Ax+ Ay + Az)

(14a)

PT(1 ) PT0 ( (2/15)(D/B)(Ax + Ay - 2Az)

(14b)

Using the quartet wave functions definitions (eq 5), we can
calculate the relative population of the quartet levels (PQ),
assuming no radical polarization prior to the encounter and
negligible triplet SLR:

doublet levels (Figure 1). Under these terms of reference, the
radical polarization for a polarized triplet precursor is determined
by considering eq 10 in which the function F(ω, J) is modified
into the function F′(ω, J):

F′(ω,J) )

(

P Q-

PQ +

)

∫03dζ 1 + [ω + 2J e-ζ]2 τ2 - 1 + [ω - 2J e-ζ]2 τ2
0

c

0

c

(18a)

The integral in eq 18a can be solved analytically (Appendix I)
and is equal to

1
1
(P ln W+ - PQ+ ln W-) +
2(1 + ω 2 τ2) Qc
P Q - - PQ +
ωτc
+
(18b)
(P
Z
+
P
Z
)
+
3
QQ+
1 + ω2 τ2c
(1 + ω2 τ2c )

F′(ω,J) )

where

1 + ω2 τ2c

W( )

(18c)

1 + ω2 τ2c ( 4ωτ2c J0 + 4τ2c J20

PQ(3/2 ) PT(1

(15a)

Z( ) tan-1 ((ωτc) - tan-1((ωτc + 2τcJ0)

PQ(1/2 ) 1/3PT(1 + 2/3PT0

(15b)

PQ+ and PQ- are the populations of the quartet pairs (eq 15) for
the m( levels, as they appear in eq 11. The final result of the
radical polarization is obtained by inserting the modified
expression, F′(ω, J), into eq 10. Equation 10 consists of three
terms in the summation, which are related to the three pairs of
matrix elements in eq 11. Each term requires a different value
for PQ- and PQ+ in F′(ω, J): namely, PQ-3/2 with PQ+3/2 for the
first term, PQ -1/2 with PQ+1/2 for the second term, and again
PQ-3/2 with PQ+3/2, for the third term, each term having a different
matrix element. To summarize, eqs 10, 11, 14, 15, and 18,
provide the general expression for the RTPM polarization of
the radical following an encounter with polarized triplet.
However, for most practical cases, two limiting cases are
considered, i.e., weak and strong exchange interaction.
Strong Exchange. In the strong exchange limit (where |J0|
. ω0|m-m′| ≡ ω and |J0| . 1/τc), eqs 18b and 18c can be
approximated to

Thus, when the triplet is polarized, the quartet levels are also
polarized and consequently, radical polarization will be developed after separation. The relative population of the radical (PR)
after the encounter can be calculated in terms of the radical
and triplet wave functions, mixed into the quartet levels (cf. eq
5):

PR+1/2 ) PQ+3/2 + 2/3PQ+1/2 + 1/3PQ-1/2

(16a)

PR-1/2 ) PQ-3/2 + 2/3PQ-1/2 + 1/3PQ+1/2

(16b)

Within the scheme of triplet-radical interaction, the radical
polarization (RP,ESPT) is

RP,ESPT ) (PR+1/2 - PR-1/2)/(PR+1/2 + PR-1/2)

(17a)

Which can be expressed in terms of Ax, Ay, Az, using eqs 1416

RP,ESPT ) (2/9)(D/B)(Ax + Ay - 2Az)/(Ax + Ay + Az) (17b)
Although eq 17 does not exhibit any explicit time dependence,
the actual radical polarization due to ESPT decreases exponentially with T1T toward thermalization (cf. eqs 13 and 18 in ref
17). In addition, ESPT requires the existence of the exchange
interaction to couple together the triplet and doublet species.
However, since in normal viscosity (η > 0.1 cP) the encounter
time is much larger than J-1, eq 17b does not depend explicitly
on J. In other words, the generation of the excited quartet and
doublet levels from the triplet and doublet levels is adiabatic,
i.e., there is sufficient time available for spin population
redistribution among the levels.
ii. RTPM with a Polarized Triplet Precursor. Unlike ESPT,
RTPM explicitly depends on J, and the ZFS Hamiltonian. In
RTPM, the relevant important factor is J/ω0, whose variation
should affect the mixing efficiency and structure of the quartet-

W( )

1 + ω2 τ2c

≈
2

1 + ω2 τ2c ( 4ωτ2c J0 + 4τ2c J 0

1 + ω2 τ2c
1 + 4τ2c J 20

(18d)

(19a)

Z( ) tan-1((ωτc) - tan-1((ωτc + 2τcJ0) ≈
π
tan-1((ωτc) + sign(J0) (19b)
2
By plugging eqs 19a and 19b into 18a we obtain

F′(ω,J) )

[

]

1 + ω2 τ2c
1
P
)ln
+
(P
QQ+
2(1 + ω2 τ2c )
1 + 4τ2c J20
ωτc
1+ω

2

{

τ2c

(PQ- - PQ+) tan-1 (ωτc) -

(PQ- + PQ+)

}

PQ - - PQ +
π
sign(J0) + 3
(19c)
2
1 + ω2τ2c

Inserting eq 19c into eq 10, the final expression is derived for
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this limiting case:

{

RP,RTPM )

2 2
d τc D
90 DrR

[

]

[

]

(1 + ω20 τ2c )
(1 + 4ω20 τ2c )
2
1
P
ln
+
P
ln
+
1
2
2(1 + ω20 τ2c )
(1 + 4τ2c J20)
1 + 4ω20 τ2c
(1 + 4τ2c J20)
ω0τc
π
+
tan-1 (ω0τc)P1 - sign(J0)P1 +
2
1 + ω20 τ2c
8ω0τc
π
sign(J0)P+
tan-1(2ω0τc)P2 2
2
1 + 4ω2 τ2

[

(
0

+ 3P2

c

]

[

]

)

(

1
1
4
+
+ 3(PQ-1/2 - PQ+1/2)
1 + ω20 τ2c 1 + 4ω20 τ2c
1 + ω20 τ2c

)

}

(20)

where

P(
1 ) PQ-3/2 ( PQ+3/2 + PQ-1/2 ( PQ+1/2
P(
2 ) PQ-3/2 ( PQ+3/2
Equation 20 degenerates into that derived previously by Shushin7
for strong exchange interaction, but with the assumption of equal
quartet population (thermal triplet), where PQ+ ) PQ- ) 1.
Weak Exchange. In this case, |J0| , ω0|m-m′| ≡ ω.
Neglecting second-order terms in J0/ω0 (eq 18) and using Taylor
expansion, we obtain the following first-order approximations:

ln

[

]

1 + ω2τ2c + 4ωτ2c J0
1 + τ2c ω2

≈

4ωτ2c J0

(21a)

1 + τ2c ω2

tan-1(ωτc) - tan -1 (ωτc + 2τcJ0) ≈

- 2τcJ0
1 + ω2 τ2c

(21b)

Therefore, in the weak exchange approximation F′ (eq 18) is
expressed as

4ωτ2c J0
1
(PQ + PQ-) 2(1 + ω2 τ2c )(1 + ω2 τ2c ) +
P Q- - P Q+
ωτc
2τc J0
)
×
(PQ+ + PQ-) + 3
2 2
2 2
(1 + ω τc ) (1 + ω τc )
1 + ω2 τ2c
P Q - - PQ +
4ωτ2c J0
(P
+
P
)
+
3
(22)
Q
Q
+
(1 + ω2 τ2c )2
1 + ω2 τ2c

F′(ω,J) ) -

Plugging eq 22 into eq 10 results in the expression for the radical
polarization:

{

2
4ω0 τ2c J0 +
Pd τc D
1
P +3
RP,RTPM ) 2 2 2 1
90 DrR
(1 + ω0 τc )
1 + ω20 τ2c

}

P2
+
P
+
3
2
(1 + 4ω20 τ2c )2
1 + 4ω20 τ2c
32 ω0 τ2c J0

(23)

Again, for PQ+ ) PQ- ) 1, eqs 22 and 23 degenerate into the
expressions derived by Shushin.7 Figure 3 shows the calculated
results of the RTPM polarization (RP,RTPM) for thermal triplets
and for polarized triplets, ESPT polarization (RP,ETPM), and the
total radical polarization (RP,ESPT + RP,RTPM) as a function of
viscosity (for ZFS parameter D ) 330 G). It can be seen that

Figure 3. Calculated RTPM polarization (normalized to the thermal
polarization Rpeq) as a function of viscosity with the parameters: triplet
ZFS, D ) 330 G; triplet radius, 5 Å; J0 ) 16 × 1010 rad/s; R ) 1.4
Å-1. The calculation is based on the strong exchange expression (eq
20). The dashed line represents RP,RTPM only for radical-polarized triplet
interaction (cf. Table 1). The dotted line represents RP,RTPM of the radical
after an encounter for radical-nonpolarized triplet interaction. The full
circles describe RP,ESPT (eq 17b). The solid line represents the calculated
polarization due to RTPM + ESPT (RP,RTPM + RP,ESPT).

the radical polarization for the unequal quartet levels population,
is decreased by about 8% in the RTPM process, relative to its
value obtained by assuming equal quartet population. For a
larger ZFS parameters, or lower magnetic fields, this difference
will increase (for example, for D ) 1000 G, at X-band, it will
decrease by about 20%). Obviously, the total radical polarization
(RTPM + ESPT) will increase.
For the chemical systems we work with, J0 is in the order of
30 GHz.17 Therefore, for X-band experiments (10 GHz), the
strong exchange limit should be used (eq 20). However, at much
higher frequencies (W or D bands, 95 or 130 GHz, respectively)
the weak exchange limit should be considered via eq 23. Thus,
under the same experimental conditions, such an increase in
the microwave frequency will result in decrease in the radical
polarization due to RTPM. This can be seen by inspecting the
ratio of eq 23 to eq 20, for a simplified cases of PQ+ ) PQ- )
1, and assuming J0 < 0:

RP,RTPM(weak exchange)

)

RP,RTPM(strong exchange)

[
[

]

8
1
+
2
2 2
(1 + ω02 τc )
(1 + 4ω202 τ2c )2
(24)
1
8
+
2π
(1 + ω201 τ2c ) (1 + 4ω201 τ2c )

4τcJ0

]

ω01 corresponds to the lower frequency, where the strong
exchange is valid, and ω02 corresponds to the higher frequency,
where the weak exchange is valid. For high viscosity values
(in the order of 25 cP, employed in our experiments), τc is ∼10-9
s, and ω01τc g 1, while ω02τc . 1. Therefore, the ratio of
polarizations, which appear in eq 24 is ∼ [τcJ0/(ω02τc)4]/
[1/(ω01τc)2] ,1, i.e., decrease of the polarization at larger
Zeeman energies. This prediction of a decrease in the RTPM
polarization was recently verified in a high-field experiment,
at 130 GHz employing the presently discussed chemical
system.25
c. Kinetics of Triplet and Radical Magnetization. To
implement the above considerations on the radical magnetization
and the triplet’s fate, the following photophysical processes
should be considered:17
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hν

ISC

T 98 1*T 98 3*Tp
ESPT, kq

3*Tp + R 98 Rp + 3*Tp
RTPM, kq

3*Tp + R 98 Rp +

23*
1
T + T
3 p 3

kTT

3*Tp + 3*Tp 98 2T
kT

3*Tp 98 T
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(25)
(26)
(27)
(28)
(29)

where T stands for the chromophore and the subscript p is the
polarization. The processes described by eq 25 are normally
very fast and can be considered as instantaneous within the EPR
time scale. Equation 26 describes the ESPT interaction (triplet
quenching is not required) where the initial triplet polarization
is re-distributed between the radical and the triplet. Equation
27 describes the case where a triplet (polarized or nonpolarized)
and a stable radical interact through RTPM. Although in the
general case, the triplet and the radical can be in any state of
polarization, our present treatment considers the interaction of
a polarized triplet with a stable nonpolarized radical. As noted
in the previous section, ESPT occurs always when a polarized
triplet interacts with the radical through the exchange interaction
and without triplet quenching. However, RTPM can be “activated” only if at least part of the doublet levels population is
quenched during the encounter (Figure 1). This photophysical
quenching affects only one-third of the triplet population (cf.
eq 27 and case A in Figure 1).
Equations 26-29 can be analyzed by the following coupled
differential equations with no microwave power applied:17

dMz Req[R]′ - Mz
)
+ kqf1RP[3*T][R]′
dt
TR

(30)

1

kqf2 3*
d[3*T]
)[ T][R] - 2kTT[3*T]2 - kT[3*T] (31)
dt
3
where Mz is the radical magnetization, RP is the polarization
acquired by the radical in an encounter with a triplet, and Req
is the thermal polarization of the radical; kq is the triplet-radical
diffusion-controlled encounter rate constant, f1 and f2 are defined
as efficiency factors, which are smaller than 1; [3*T] is the triplet
concentration and [R]′ ) [R] µB, where [R] is the radical
concentration, and µB is Bohr magneton; kTT is the triplettriplet quenching rate; and kT is the triplet decay rate to the
ground state; T1R is the radical SLR time. Equations 30-31
can be solved numerically to obtain Mz(t) expressed by the
imaginary susceptibility χ′′(t). The calculated χ′′(t) curves are
given in Figure 4 and are based on the measured T1R, the radical
and triplet concentration and, since RP depends on the triplet
SLR, also T1T (given in Table 1). While in H2TPP-BDPA, TT1
was found to be relatively long (several µs), its value in ZnTPPBDPA is very short (less than 100 ns). Thus, within the time
resolution of our detection we could observe, in the latter system,
radical polarization only due to RTPM. This is consistent with
measurements of TT1 of ZnTPP triplet at room temperature,
which is in the order of several tens of ns (Table 1) as compared
to much shorter values found at lower temperatures (∼100
ns).17,26 The long TT1 of H2TPP is due to the high viscosity of
the solvent, which attenuates the triplet tumbling in solution,
thus reducing TT1 substantially.27

Figure 4. Temporal behavior of χ′′/ χ′′eq. (Dashed) experimental values
based upon the magnetization measurements, (H2TPP-BDPA); Numerical solution of eqs 30-31 for the two time-dependent polarizations: (dotted) eq 32, (solid) eq 33.

The rate constant kT (on the order of ∼100 s-1)28 is considered
to be negligible for the porphyrins used here. The time
dependence of RP in eq 30 can be calculated using RP,ESPT and
RP,RTPM values (cf. Table 1). In a recent study, which was based
only on experimental measurements of the temporal behavior
of the radical polarization, we have shown that the total
polarization RP can be expressed in terms of the experimental
values of RP,ESPT and RP,RTPM as17

RP(t) ) RP,ESPTe-t/T1 + (1 - e-t/T1 )RP,RTPM
T

T

(32)

This equation is valid for nonviscous solvents, e.g., toluene,
where RP,RTPM , RP,ESPT (Figure 3). It indicates that initially (t
< T1T) when the triplet is polarized, the ESPT mechanism is
dominant, while later (t > T1T) RTPM takes over. Inspection
of Figure 4, which compares the experimental results to the
theoretical predictions, indicates that eq 32 does not meet with
the present experimental results, under high viscosity conditions.
In other words, when RP,RTPM , RP,ESPT, eq 32 cannot describe
adequately the experimental curve (Figure 4). Thus, on the basis
of our experimental and theoretical analysis, the modified
equation should read

RP(t) ) RP,ESPTe-t/T1 + RP,RTPM(t)
T

(33)

It is clear that, up to several T1T, these two processes operate
simultaneously, and their polarization is added up (cf. Figure
3).
The time dependence of RP,RTPM is expressed by eqs 10 and
18. It starts with a radical polarization due to an encounter
between a polarized triplet and a stable radical. Later in time,
when the triplet is thermalized, RP,RTPM converges to the final
polarization as calculated by Shushin7 (eqs 10 and 12). The
behavior of RP,RTPM can be also described by inspection of
Figure 1 (Cases A and B). The first case relates to the initial
condition where all four quartet levels are equally populated.
In this case, the radical polarization RP,RTPM is mainly due to
transitions D(1/2 r Q-3/2 and D+1/2 r Q-1/2 (expressed by the
block arrows in Figure 1). Figure 1B describes the levels
population when the radical encounters a polarized triplet. In
the case of a net emission mode as in 3*H2TPP,28 Q-3/2 and
Q-1/2 are less populated than in the first case, and |RP,RTPM|
will be smaller. Nevertheless, the total polarization of the radical,
expressed by eq 33 and in Figure 3, increases. The opposite
holds for an encounter of a polarized triplet in enhanced
absorption mode, e.g., 3*ZnTPP.28
The numerical solution of eqs 30-31 (Figure 4) provides
the value of kTT which is 6.5 × 106 M-1 s-1, namely, ∼40 times
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smaller than the diffusion-controlled rate, kq ) 2.6 × 108. kq
was calculated using the estimated radius of the excited triplet
molecule (5 Å) and solvent viscosity (25 cP) via the equation

kq ) 4π (RT + RR)(DT + DR)NA

(34)

where RT andRR are the triplet and radical radii, respectively,
DT and DR are the diffusion coefficients of the triplet and radical,
respectively, and NA is Avogadro’s number. The experimental
curve in Figure 4 can be simulated by considering an efficiency
factor f1 ) 1/4 (eq 30), for the RTPM process and a partial
quenching of the triplet by the radical with efficiency factor f2
) 1/40 (eq 31). Thus, it is concluded that the quenching of the
triplet by the radical is much smaller than the diffusioncontrolled value, kq. This case is depicted in Figure 1C,D. The
factors f1 and f2 are not equal since they relate to different
processes, i.e., radical polarization and triplet quenching,
respectively. However, for the case where RTPM is dominant,
f1 and f2 are closely related. For example, a small quenching
efficiency, i.e., f2, will result in inefficient generation of radical
polarization (i.e., small f1).10
Further justification for the small value of f2 can be made by
the following theoretical argument. Triplet quenching during
triplet-doublet encounter can occur by two main mechanisms:
(1) Energy transfer from the excited triplet level to the excited
doublet level16 and (2) S0 r T1 enhanced ISC, due to the triplet
interaction with the doublet.14,15 Since at 532 nm the optical
absorption of BDPA radicals is negligible, it is reasonable to
assume that the energy levels of the triplets are lower than the
first excited doublet level of BDPA. Thus, we can safely rule
out the former mechanism and consider only the latter one. The
rate of the enhanced ISC can be estimated from the equation14,15

2π|Hex| F
pHv
2

kISC )

(35)

where Hex is the exchange interaction matrix element during
the encounter, F is the Franck-Condon factor, and Hν-1 is the
density of the final vibrational energy states (after quenching).
For aromatic hydrocarbons F is expressed by29

F ) 0.15 × e{-(∆E - 4000)/2175)}

(36)

where ∆E the energy (in cm-1) between the triplet and singlet
ground state. Assuming an efficient coupling between the
vibrational states and the bulk, a lower limit for the internal
conversion rate is ∼1012 s-1, which corresponds to Hv ∼ 30
cm-1. Typical ∆E for porphyrins are ∼12 000 cm-1 and the
exchange interaction during the encounter was estimated to be
∼1 cm-1.17 Inserting these values in eq 35 results in a value of
kISC ∼ 2 × 107 s-1. Mutual diffusion coefficient, Dr (in cm2/s),
of the triplet and radical can be estimated through the StokesEinstein relation:

Dr ) DT + DR )

(

100kBT 1
1
+
6πη RT RR

)

(37)

where kBT (in erg), η (in cP), and RT and RR (in cm) represent
the radius of the triplet and radical, respectively. Thus, the
encounter time can be estimated from the relation:30

τ≈

(Re)2
Dr

(38)

where Re is the distance and where J is operational and estimated

to be ∼2 Å.17 Thus, with a solvent viscosity of 25 cP, the
encounter time τ is calculated to be ∼2 × 10-8 s, i.e., kISCτ ≈
1, implying that the triplet quenching is inefficient, in line with
our results.30,31
Finally, it should be noted that in previous reported studies,
the case of inefficient triplet quenching was not considered
theoretically7 nor observed experimentally.5,12 The systems
investigated in the early studies are those where the triplet state
lie above that of the excited doublet.18 In these cases, energy
transfer mechanism is more probable, thus resulting in an
efficient triplet quenching by the radical.
IV. Conclusions
We have extended the previous findings concerning the
interaction of stable radicals with photoexcited triplets. With
respect to ESPT, which is relevant only when the radical
encounters a polarized triplet, a quantitative treatment predicts
the radical polarization in the encounter. In the RTPM case,
while the existing studies were restricted to radicals interacting
with thermal triplets, the present study provides a general
solution where the radicals can interacts with polarized and
nonpolarized triplet (generalized RTPM). An important feature
of RTPM is associated with the efficiency of triplet quenching
during the encounter process. By acquiring accurate polarization
measurements together with quantitative magnetization results,
we have shown that the quenching efficiency can be estimated.
The relatively low efficiency of the triplet quenching accompanied by relatively high RTPM efficiency is unique to the
porphyrin systems. It is due to the fact that the porphyrins have
relatively low triplet energy.
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VI. Appendix I
The indefinite integral in the function F(ω,J) in eq 12 has
the analytical solution:

(

∫dζ 1 + [ω (12Je-ζ]2τ2

)

1
ln[1 + ω2 τ2c (
2 2
2(1
+
ω
τ
)
c
c
ωτ
c
4ωτ2c J0 e-ζ + 4τ2c J20e-2ζ] (
tan-1[(ωτc +
1 + ω2 τ2c
ζ
(A1)
2τcJ0e-ζ] +
1 + ω2 τ2c
)

We integrate this function over the interval ζ ) 0-3, which
corresponds to a radial-triplet distance from d to d+3/R (10 Å
to 11.5 Å in the triplet-radical systems we employed)). This is
a realistic distance for the induced ZFS D r Q transitions, when
the exchange interaction is not zero. The infinite boundaries,
as in eq 12 cannot be used due to the divergence of the integral,
which is not avoided if PQ+ is not equal to PQ-. After the
integration we obtain
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(

)

∫03dζ 1 + [ω (12J e-ζ]2τ2

[

0

c
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)

]

1 + ω2 τ2c ( 4ωτ2c J0e-3 + 4τ2c J20e-6
1
1
ln
(
2 1 + ω2 τ2
1 + ω2 τ2c ( 4ωτ2c J0 + 4τ2c J20
c
ωτc
{tan-1 [ ( ωτc + 2τcJ0e-3] 1 + ω2 τ2c
3
(A2)
tan-1 [( ωτc + 2τc J0]} +
1 + ω2 τ2c
By neglecting the terms multiplied by e-3 and e-6, we obtain
eq 18. It should be noted that more accurate treatment of the
crossing regions problem, considered recently,10 will lead to an
effective truncation of the integral at the boundary of the
approaching regions. However, using an upper, limit of 3 in
our case, provides a simple method of avoiding divergence of
the solution.
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